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Abstract: The climatic and edaphic conditions of the semi-arid Brazilian North-
east region limit the production of several annual crops, including cotton. The 
aim of this study was to estimate the genetic parameters and select water 
stress tolerant cotton lines based on yield and fiber quality traits. Twenty cotton 
lines were evaluated in Alagoinha-PB over two years under rainfed conditions. 
Individual and joint analysis of variance was performed on the data. Genetic 
parameters were determined, and lines were selected using the selection index. 
The lines CNPA SA 2019-115, CNPA SA 2019-185, CNPA SA 2019-109, and CNPA 
SA 2019-165 were selected for further tests in the region for recommendation 
of new cultivars. These lines can form new blocks of crosses, together with the 
BRS 286 check cultivar, as they have the best mean yield and fiber quality values, 
with the expectation of significant genetic gains.
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INTRODUCTION

Herbaceous cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) is of great socioeconomic 
importance worldwide. Its main product is fiber, used in the textile industry. 
Cotton is one of the world’s main commodities; it is grown in numerous 
countries in climates ranging from arid and semi-arid to tropical and subtropical 
(Vidal Neto and Freire 2013). Brazil is the world’s fourth largest producer of 
fibers (behind only India, China, and the USA) and the second largest exporter 
(ICAC 2023). 

The strength of Brazilian cotton production is driven by a high level of 
technological management, as well as by modern cultivars with a broad genetic 
base capable of increasing yield and adapting to the environment of various 
agricultural systems, including those with water restrictions (Rodrigues et al. 
2016, Vasconcelos et al. 2020).

Drought is a phenomenon that occurs in various agricultural zones in 
the world, invariably affecting crop production. From a genetic perspective, 
drought tolerance is a complex polygenic trait, involving factors associated with 
physiological, biochemical, and molecular processes that can directly contribute 
to selection procedures (Mahmood et al. 2019). 
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Under water stress, several genes are induced or repressed, promoting complex responses, ranging from the perception 
of stress to the activation of adaptive strategies (Shinozaki and Yamaguchi-shinozaki 2007). Water deficit (often evident 
in the semi-arid region) is one of the main problems for cotton, causing greater damage when it occurs in the flowering 
and fruiting phases, affecting yield and fiber quality (Soares et al. 2020, Zou et al. 2020).

Compared to other crops, cotton has relatively high drought tolerance (Almeida et al. 2017). This trait is related to its 
ability to expand its root system under moderate water deficit conditions (Khan et al. 2018, Lima et al. 2018). Cotton is 
thus an extremely important crop under the semi-arid conditions of the Brazilian Northeast region, which is characterized 
by rainfall irregularities that compromise crop growth and development (Zonta et al. 2016, Almeida et al. 2017).

The species of the genus Gossypium, whether G. hirsutum subsp. Latifolium or G. hirsutum subsp. Marie Gallant, 
representatives of the herbaceous and Mocó types, respectively, have wide variability in tolerating dry seasons (Vasconcelos 
et al. 2020). Genotypes of the Mocó type, of perennial cycle, have alleles of great importance for genetic improvement 
in their genome aiming at drought tolerance. In contrast, the herbaceous type has the most commercial cultivars, due 
to the cycle, yield, and textile quality of the fibers (Barros et al. 2020).

Genetic improvement has greatly contributed to the development of cultivars that are high-yielding and tolerant to 
environmental stresses (Vasconcelos et al. 2018, Carvalho et al. 2019). Specifically for the semi-arid environment, breeding 
strategies are based on the transfer of aggregating traits that can ensure not only plant survival during water stress, 
through the use of metabolic mechanisms to overcome or minimize its effects, but also early flowering, concentrated 
fruiting, and a short cycle (Vidal Neto and Freire 2013, Carvalho et al. 2019, Vasconcelos et al. 2020). 

This study reports on the genetic parameters and selection index applied to advanced lines (RC1F3:7) of cotton from 
crosses between parents of the herbaceous × Mocó types, with the objective of selecting cotton genotypes grown on 
dryland in the Brazilian Northeast, based on agronomic performance and fiber quality.

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The experiments were conducted at the Paraiba Research and Rural Extension Agency (Empaer - Empresa Paraibana 
de Pesquisa, Extensão Rural e Regularização Terrária) Experimental Station (lat 6°57’ S, long 35°32’42” W, alt 317 m asl), 
in Alagoinha, PB, during the 2021 and 2022 rainy crop seasons. A total of 19 advanced lines (RC1F3:7) were evaluated, 
resulting from the crosses between herbaceous cotton cultivars and Mocó, and subsequent backcrossing to the herbaceous 
parent, pre-selected for tolerance to water stress: CNPA SA 2019–176, CNPA SA 2019–190, CNPA SA 2019–204, CNPA SA 
2019–158, CNPA SA 2019–183, CNPA SA 2019–115, CNPA SA 2019–185, CNPA SA 2019–113, CNPA SA 2019–165, CNPA 
SA 2019–186, CNPA SA 2019–179, CNPA SA 2019–201, CNPA SA 2019–106, CNPA SA 2019– 109, CNPA SA 2019–170, 
CNPA SA 2019–206, CNPA SA 2019–73, CNPA SA 2019–48, and CNPA SA 2019–180, plus the cultivar BRS 286 as a check 
cultivar. This is one of the cultivars most used in the semi-arid region. It has excellent fiber quality and yield, and it was 
adopted as a parent in the breeding program because it has high capacity for reestablishment after passing through 
water suppression (Vasconcelos et al. 2020).

The soil of the experimental area is classified as a Nitosol (Embrapa 2013). Plant management practices followed 
recommendations described in Beltrão and Araújo (2004), and fertilization was based on prior soil chemical analysis. 
The rainfall volume recorded daily throughout the crop cycle in the 2021 was 374.9 mm and in 2022, 796 mm. Total 
rainfall was expressed monthly, as shown in Figure 1.

The experiment was conducted in a randomized complete block design (RCBD), with 4 replications. A plot was 
composed of two 5-m rows, with a between-row spacing of 0.80 m and 7 plants per linear meter, corresponding to a 
population density of 70 plants per plot. 

The following traits were recorded at harvest: seed cotton yield (kg ha-1) – SCY, lint yield (kg ha-1) – LY, lint percentage 
(%) – LP, fiber length (mm) – UHM, uniformity index (%) – UNF, short fiber index (%) – SFI, fiber strength (gf tex-1) – STR, 
fiber breaking elongation (%) – ELG, micronaire index – MIC, and spinning consistency index – SCI. The traits of the fibers 
were obtained by HVI (High Volume Instruments), Uster HVI model 1000, at the Fiber and Yarn Laboratory of Embrapa 
Algodão from a standard sample of each plot containing 20 cotton bolls. 
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Statistical analyses were performed using the GENES program, version 1990.2022.27 (Cruz 2013). Lilliefors, Bartlett, 
and Tukey tests were performed to verify compliance with the assumptions of residual normality, homogeneity of 
variance, and additivity of the model, respectively.

For the analysis of variance (ANOVA), the effects of genotype and environment (years) were considered as fixed. 
Individual analyses were performed for each environment, followed by joint analysis of variance, according to the model 
cited by Cruz et al. (2012):

Yijk = μ + (B/A)jk + Gi + Aj + GAij + ɛijK 

where Yijk is observation of the ith genotype evaluated in the kth block and in the jth environment; μ is the overall average; 
(B/A); jk is the effect of block k within environment j; Gi is the effect of genotype i; Aj is the effect of the environment j; 
GAij is the effect of the interaction between genotype i and environment j; and ɛijK is the experimental error associated 
with the Yijk observation.

The F-test was calculated and, when significant, means were grouped using the Scott-Knott hierarchical clustering 
algorithm (Scott and Knott 1974) at 5% probability. The following phenotypic and genetic parameters were 
evaluated, according to Vencovsky and Barriga (1992) and Cruz (2012): the Genotypic Quadratic Component (Φg), 
Quadratic Component of the Genotype × Environment Interaction (ΦgXe), Coefficient of Genotypic Determination 
(CGD), Genetic Coefficient of Variation (CVg), Environmental Coefficient of Variation (CVe), Relative Coefficient of 
Variation (CVg/CVe). 

The selection index proposed by Mulamba and Mock (1978) was used to classify the genotypes in relation to multiple 
traits, with a selection intensity of 25%. The index is based on the sum of ranks, in which the materials are classified in 
relation to each of the traits in the sequence favorable to their performance, and subsequently, the positions of each 
genotype referring to each trait are added, giving rise to the value used as a selection index (Cruz 2012).

Figure 1. Rainfall and average temperature in Alagoinha, PB, Brazil, in 2021 and 2022 during the cotton cycle. The lines below the 
graph indicate the phenological stages of the cotton plant in each year. E: emergence; FFB: first flower bud; FF: first flower; FB: first 
boll; H: harvest.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of joint analysis of variance and the estimates of genetic parameters are shown in Table 1. There was a 
significant effect (p ≤ 0.05) among genotypes for all traits evaluated, indicating the existence of variability that can be 
explored in breeding studies. Among the years evaluated, there was a significant effect for all traits, except UNF and 
SCI, indicating that the two years had contrasting rainfall availability. The G × Y interaction showed significance for all 
traits, except for SFI, indicating a differentiated response of the genotypes in the years evaluated; this differentiation 
was aggravated by the difference in rainfall throughout the development cycle of the genotypes (Figure 1), especially 
as seen in the accentuated deficiency in 2021.

The estimates of genetic parameters showed that the coefficient of genotypic determination (CGD), analogous to 
heritability when the model used has fixed effect (Cruz 2012), was high for all traits. Heritability values greater than 
70% are considered high, but may vary according to the trait and species evaluated (Bonifácio et al. 2015). Thus, the 
values found are favorable for the performance of the next generations, with the possibility of desirable genetic gains. 
Carvalho et al. (2019) evaluated and selected cotton genotypes adapted to semi-arid conditions, and they obtained 
CGD values higher than 83%. 

The (CVg/CVe) ratio was higher than one; and the CGD above 89% for the traits LP, UHM, STR, ELG, MIC, and SCI 
indicated a greater possibility of gain from selection for these traits. According to Bordin et al. (2022), the value of the 
ratio equal to or greater than 1.0 indicates a favorable condition for selection, because the genetic variance has greater 
control of the variability between the genotypes than the environmental variance does. Alves et al. (2019) evaluated 
genotypes of herbaceous cotton in the agreste region of Pernambuco under rainfed conditions for two years and obtained 
the (CVg/CVe) values for SCY of 0.64 and 0.71, as well as heritability of 62.19% and 66.69% for the respective years. 

Table 2 shows the grouping of agronomic means of the lines. Five lines were classified in the same group as the BRS 
286 check cultivar for seed cotton yield (SCY), with means higher than 3485.94 kg ha-1 (CNPA SA 2019–186, CNPA SA 
2019–179, CNPA SA 2019–185, CNPA SA 2019–204, and CNPA SA 2019–115). Among these, CNPA SA 2019–186 stood 
out with a LY of 1495.98 kg ha-1, not differing statistically from the check cultivar (1502.66 kg ha-1).

For LP, the best performance levels were observed in the CNPA SA 2019–165 (39.36%), CNPA SA 2019–109 (39.22%), 
CNPA SA 2019–113 (39.21%), and CNPA SA 2019–183 (38.57%) lines. An LP above 40% is desired by cotton farmers to 

Table 1. Summary of joint analysis of variance and estimates of genetic and phenotypic parameters for the traits evaluated in cotton 
lines under rainfed conditions

SV
Mean squares

SCY LY LP   UHM UNF  SFI STR    ELG MIC SCI
B/Y   193239.02   22461.63 2.49 1.22   0.65  0.08 1.76    0.09   0.03 40110.28
G     1103653.09**     223646.23**    64.70**   13.68**  4.83** 1.05**  18.42**   2.49**  0.49** 374130.23**
Y   80258299.79** 12437885.01**  114.86**   39.94** 0.78 2.03** 142.92** 17.68**  3.30** 5034.24
G × Y    1201475.23**     185182.75**     7.48**   1.92**   2.71*  0.42     5.10**   0.48**  0.24**   83119.12**
Error   285533.25    64451.99 1.27 0.78 1.34  0.28 1.98    0.19   0.03 33464.32
Mean       3287.26      1178.09 35.71 30.73 85.85  6.68 33.69    5.50   4.03 3265.23
CVe (%)            16.26           21.55   3.16   2.87 1.35  7.93 4.18    7.89   4.08       5.60
Genetic parameters
Φg    102264.98         19899.28      7.93     1.61   0.44  0.10 2.05    0.29   0.06      42583.24
Φgy    228985.49         30182.69      1.55     0.29   0.34  0.03 0.78    0.07   0.05      12413.70
CGD (%)            74.13               81.80    98.04   94.32 72.15 73.33 89.26  92.42 94.48     91.06
CVg (%)              9.73               11.97      7.89     4.13   0.77  4.65 4.26    9.74   5.97       6.32
CVg⁄CVe             0.60                0.56      2.50     1.44   0.57  0.59 1.02    1.23   1.46       1.13

SCY – seed cotton yield (kg ha-1); LY – lint yield (kg ha-1); LP – lint percentage (%); UHM – fiber length (mm); UNF – uniformity index (%); SFI – short fiber index (%); STR 
– fiber strength (gf.tex-1); ELG – fiber breaking elongation (%); MIC – micronaire index; SCI – spinning consistency index. ** and * – significant at 1% and 5% probability, 
respectively, by the F test; SV – source of variation; B/Y – block/year; G – genotype; Y – year; G × Y – genotype × year interaction. Genotypic quadratic component (Φg); 
quadratic component of the genotype × year interaction (Φgy); coefficient of genotypic determination (CGD); genetic coefficient of variation (CVg); environmental coefficient 
of variation (CVe); relative coefficient of variation (CVg⁄CVe).
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obtain greater profit (Cordão Sobrinho et al. 2015). Maniçoba et al. (2021), who evaluated cotton in the semi-arid region, 
reported values between 36.2% and 43.6% for cotton under water suppression treatments. 

Regarding fiber quality traits, selection is based on classification according to textile industry requirements, with the 
following values: length > 30 mm, uniformity > 84%, short fiber index from 6 to 9 %, resistance > 28 gf tex-1, breaking 
elongation > 6.7 %, micronaire index from 3.8 to 4.6 (Lima 2018b), and reliability index >2000 (Freire et al. 2015). From 
the data presented in Table 2, it appears that most of the lines met the requirements for fiber uniformity (UNF), short 
fiber index (SFI), and breaking elongation (ELG), as well as for the other characteristics discussed below.

For fiber length (UHM), we highlight the genotype CNPA SA 2019–158 (34.21 mm), followed by the genotypes CNPA 
SA 2019–204 (32.32 mm), CNPA SA 2019–48 (32.06 mm), CNPA SA 2019–185 (31.67 mm), CNPA SA 2019–115 (31.46 
mm), and CNPA SA 2019–73 (31.25 mm). Longer fibers function better in the twisting of the yarn and produce less hairy 
and more resistant yarns (Lima et al. 2007). This affects the economic value of the product, because longer fibers have 
higher and better quality, giving rise to superior yarns and fabrics (Lima 2018a). Lima et al. (2018) evaluated the effect 
of water deficit in different phenological stages of cotton in the semi-arid region of Paraíba and observed that the lowest 
value for UHM was obtained with water deficit in the flower bud phase (30.17 mm). Vasconcelos et al. (2020) analyzed 
cotton genotypes under water stress and obtained slightly lower fiber length values, ranging from 26.02 mm to 31.97 mm.

As for fiber strength (STR), the outstanding genotype was CNPA SA 2019 –158 (37.27 g tex-1), followed by the genotypes 
CNPA SA 2019–204, CNPA SA 2019–115, CNPA SA 2019–185, and CNPA SA 2019–186. According to Lima (2018b), cotton 
fiber is considered resistant when it has a value between 28 and 30 g tex-1 and very resistant when the value exceeds 
31 g tex-1. Cotrim et al. (2020) obtained values within market requirements, above 28 g tex-1, indicating resistant fibers. 
A high strength value provides good yield when the spinning process is well regulated, due to the reduced rate of yarn 
breakage during manufacturing (Bachelier and Gourlot 2018). Albuquerque et al. (2020) selected genotypes of colored 
cotton for the conditions of the Brazilian semi-arid region and found values above 29 g tex-1 for 85% of the genotypes. 

For the micronaire index (MIC), only three lines were below that required by the textile industry. This shows the 
robustness of the parents used in composition of the lines; despite the strong water limitation they faced in 2021, they 

Table 2. Clustering of means by the Scott-Knott test (1974) for agronomic and fiber quality traits of cotton lines evaluated under 
rainfed conditions

Lines SCY1 LY     LP  UHM  UNF  SFI STR ELG MIC   SCI
1 CNPA SA  2019 – 176 2586.98 b   947.48 c 36.74 b 27.63 e 84.61 b 7.36 a 30.37 e  6.17 b 4.11 c 2757.29 f  
2 CNPA SA  2019 – 190 3225.57 b 1130.94 b 34.95 c 30.10 d 85.72 b 6.55 a 32.88 c 5.95 c 3.89 d 3205.77 d 
3 CNPA SA  2019 – 204 3608.33 a 1245.53 b 34.47 c 32.32 b 86.55 a 6.09 b 35.80 b 4.97 d 4.05 c 3540.51 b
4 CNPA SA  2019 – 158 3135.83 b 1067.43 c 33.84 d 34.21 a 87.68 a 5.73 b 37.27 a 4.55 e 4.30 b 3794.29 a
5 CNPA SA  2019 – 183 3132.29 b 1199.17 b 38.57 a 29.41 d 85.47 b 6.93 a 32.29 d 5.63 c 4.06 c 3066.30 e 
6 CNPA SA  2019 – 115 3485.94 a 1307.40 b 37.45 b 31.46 b 87.03 a 6.30 b 35.26 b 4.58 e 4.17 b 3486.15 b
7 CNPA SA  2019 – 185 3653.13 a 1319.99 b 36.14 b 31.67 b 86.36 a 6.54 a 35.15 b 5.04 d 4.06 c 3445.30 b
8 CNPA SA  2019 – 113 3041.15 b  1201.53 b 39.21 a 29.75 d 85.26 b 6.83 a 33.24 c 5.20 d 4.01 c 3127.99 e
9 CNPA SA  2019 – 165 3264.06 b 1285.07 b 39.36 a 30.53 c 85.22 b 6.88 a 33.05 c 5.66 c 4.66 a 3014.14 e 
10 CNPA SA  2019 – 186 4139.79 a 1495.98 a 36.07 b 30.45 c 85.23 b 6.76 a 34.52 b 5.54 c 4.12 c 3216.21 d
11 CNPA SA  2019 – 179 3792.19 a 1278.04 b 33.31 d 30.63 c 85.73 b 6.76 a 32.70 c 5.70 c 3.55 e 3291.91 c
12 CNPA SA  2019 – 201 3077.19 b 1146.43 b 36.65 b 30.49 c 86.71 a 6.88 a 34.08 c 5.74 c 4.26 b 3316.45 c
13 CNPA SA  2019 – 106 3192.71 b 1164.87 b 36.59 b 30.71 c 85.30 b 6.80 a 34.15 c 4.99 d 4.12 c 3214.22 d 
14 CNPA SA  2019 – 109 2987.50 b 1181.81 b 39.22 a 29.84 d 86.35 a 6.71 a 33.71 c 5.19 d 4.21 b 3235.00 d
15 CNPA SA  2019 – 170 3106.04 b  924.77 c 29.53 f 30.71 c 86.12 a 6.39 b 33.58 c 6.72 a  3.98 c 3293.76 c
16 CNPA SA  2019 – 206 3322.50 b 1135.66 b 33.93 d 30.83 c 86.19 a 6.68 a 33.13 c 5.72 c 3.64 e 3354.48 c
17 CNPA SA  2019 – 73 2863.75 b   880.67 c 30.92 e 31.25 b 84.68 b 7.16 a 33.50 c 5.15 d 3.74 e 3221.98 d
18 CNPA SA  2019 – 48 3123.44 b   984.73 c 31.67 e 32.06 b 85.63 b 6.58 a 33.53 c 5.40 d 3.89 d 3333.34 c
19 CNPA SA  2019 – 180 3126.56 b 1161.75 b 37.16 b 29.90 d 85.37 b 6.96 a 31.45 d 6.10 b 3.91 d 3064.08 e
20 BRS 286 (T) 3880.31 a 1502.66 a 38.43 a 30.65 c 85.84 b 6.77 a 34.08 c 6.12 b 3.82 d 3325.53 c

T – check cultivar. 1 See codes in Table 1. Means followed by the same letter in the column belong to the same group according to the Scott-Knott test (1974).
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were able to maintain fiber quality without many fluctuations. Vasconcelos et al. (2020) demonstrated similar results 
with respect to the low effect of management practices under water limitation. Fibers with values between 3.8 and 4.6 
have good performance in the spinning process (Lima 2018b). The MIC indicates the combination of fiber fineness and 
maturity (Morais et al. 2021). Fibers with low MIC and high values   of resistance, maturity, and elongation favor final 
product yield and quality (Lima 2018a).

Values higher than 2757 were observed for the SCI trait. The best result was obtained by the genotype CNPA SA 
2019–158, followed by the genotypes CNPA SA 2019–204, CNPA SA 2019–115, and CNPA SA 2019–185. The SCI is an 
index composed of the traits of resistance, reliability, and weavability of the fibers. High values are ideal, because the 
higher the value, the higher the estimated resistance of the yarn (Morais et al. 2021). Carvalho et al. (2019) evaluated 
eighteen cotton lines under supplementary irrigation and obtained values from 2465.75 to 3338.13. Gomes et al. (2022) 
presented approximate values, above 2585.50. Both studies were developed for the semi-arid region.

The results obtained for selection of the best lines according to the selection index and their respective gains 
from selection for the traits evaluated are shown in Table 3. The traits with the most expressive gains from selection 
were LY (9.81%), LP (6.61%), and SCY (3.76%). The gain for SCY obtained here is lower than that of 5.64% reported by 
Carvalho et al. (2019), but higher than that of 2.96% reported by Gomes et al. (2022), both in a semi-arid environment. 
However, these values vary greatly depending on the selection index, the population, and the genotypes selected 
in each study.

Unfavorable gain occurred only for ELG (-3.14%) and MIC (3.69%), since the industry aims for high ELG and low MIC 
values. This may be related to the fact that the correlation between LP and MIC was positive and between LP and ELG 
negative. As most fiber traits presented means within the standards required by the industry, selection prioritized the 
yield and LP traits, due to their importance for the cotton grower and for the industry. Furthermore, the MIC values   of 
the selected lines remain within the standards established by the textile industry. 

It is noteworthy that the different values   of gain from selection between traits occur mainly due to factors such 
as gene linkage (that is, genes favorable to one trait may be linked to unfavorable genes for another trait), genetic 
variability, heritability, and the environmental effect (Mabrouk 2020). This can also be resolved by selecting individuals 
with superior values for these traits in future selection programs. The SFI showed negative gain; however, this result is 
favorable in cotton breeding, since the cotton industry desires lower values. 

Ribeiro et al. (2018) evaluated 36 cotton lines with water supplementation and under rainfed conditions using the 
selection index of Mulamba and Mock (1978) and obtained desirable results, with negative gains for MIC (-7.48%) and 
positive gains for ELG (6.28%), SCY (5.02%), UHM (3.24%), LP (2.47%), and STR (0.49%). For the SFI trait, the positive 
gain (0.24%) was undesirable; however, it was considered low.

Table 3. Estimates of the mean of the original population (X̅o), mean of the selected population (X̅s), expected mean of the improved 
population (X̅i), coefficient of genotypic determination (CGD) and gain from selection (GS) obtained for the 10 traits (See codes in 
Table 1) evaluated by the selection index of Mulamba & Mock (1978)

Traits X̅o X̅s CGD (%) GS GS (%) X̅i

SCY 3287.26 3454.19 74.13 123.74  3.76 3411.00
LY 1178.09 1319.39 81.80 115.57  9.81 1293.66
LP     35.71    38.12 98.04    2.36  6.61     38.07
UHM     30.73     30.83 94.32     0.10  0.31     30.83
UNF     85.85     86.16 72.15    0.22   0.26     86.07
SFI       6.68       6.64 73.33 -0.03 -0.48      6.65
STR     33.69     34.25 89.26   0.50   1.50    34.19
ELG        5.51       5.32 92.42   -0.17  -3.14      5.34
MIC        4.03       4.19 94.48    0.15   3.69      4.18
SCI 3265.23 3301.22 91.06   32.77   1.00 3298.00
Selected lines: 20 - 6 - 7 - 14 -9
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Based on this selection process, the best lines were CNPA SA 2019–115, CNPA SA 2019–185, CNPA SA 2019–109, 
and CNPA SA 2019–165, as they exhibited favorable mean values in respect to the requirements of growers and the 
industry for most traits, as well as simultaneous satisfactory gains from selection for yield and fiber quality. Therefore, 
these lines offer considerable potential for release as new cultivars for semi-arid environments; however, they should 
be evaluated in more locations to reliably attest to their adaptation potential and yield stability. Together with the BRS 
286 check cultivar, they can also constitute new blocks of crosses to form suitable populations for use in the cotton 
breeding program for the semi-arid region.

Among these materials, the lines CNPA SA 2019–115 and CNPA SA 2019–165 and the check cultivar BRS 286 also 
stood out for most of the traits evaluated, especially for SCY and LY in 2021 (data not shown), as the growing conditions 
in 2021 were of very reduced water availability, lower than plant demand throughout the cycle. As such, these lines 
may provide even more promising results for growers in the semi-arid region, and they can be the object of future 
research, since more analyses of years and locations are necessary to confirm the drought tolerance of these materials 
in the semi-arid region. 
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